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The Rate Case

Revenue requirment = cost of 
service
Test year: period in which expenses 
are compared to revenues



Formula

RR = E +d+ T +(V-D)r
E = Operation & Maintenance Expense
d = Annual Depreciation Expense
T = Taxes
V = Original Book Value of Plant
D = Accumulated Depreciation
(V-D = "net rate base")
r = Weighted Average Cost of Capital



Expenses

Principle - Does it provide material 
benefit to the customer?
It must be reasonable and necessary to provide 
service

Source - Books of company at end of test 
period
Adjusted to normalize period

Considerations
Non-allowable expenses
Annualization adjustments
Normalization



Depreciation

Principle - It must represent a year's 
value in the longevity of each class 
of plant
Source - Separate and complete 
review independent of a rate case 
proceeding
Consideration
Often largest operating expense
Change Technology and life span



Taxes

Principle - Represents the normal 
taxes owed, not necessarily those 
paid
Source - Books of the company, 
kept for regulatory purposes, not tax 
purposes



Utility's Property

Principle - Investor-supplied plant 
facilities and other assets used in 
providing service to the customer
Valuation of plan and other assets - original cost 
plus value of additions and improvements, 
minus retirements

Source - Company's property records
Considerations
Prudence of investment
Used-and-usefulness
Investor-supplied



Rate Base Formula

Original Cost of Plant
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Sum of past annual depreciation expenses
Plus or Minus other adjustments to 
rate base
Customer deposits
Working Capital



Rate of Return

Principle - The authorized return must be 
sufficient to allow the company to 
compete with other investment 
opportunites of similar risk
Source - Weighted cost rates for debt and 
equity
Capital structure - weighted cost of capital is 
obtained by multiplying the component ratio 
times the cost rate and summing the weighted 
cost rates.



Cost Rates

Long-term Debt
Short-term Debt
Preferred Stock
Common Equity


